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July 18, 1956
Dear Albert

It is some years since I have had the pleasure and
profit of a debate with you on poliomyelitis. The present
letter is to comment on your recent paper on the pathogenesis
of poliomyelitis that appeared in Science, in which you take
issue with both Bodian and myself on certain points. I
might say that I had a letter to Science in type in which I
argued against BOdian's theory of multiplication in the
intestinal lympoid tissues, but withdrew it before publication
in order to investigate the matter myself, experiments which
are still in progress. I have a strong feeling -- with which
I note you sympathize -- that the lymphoid and reticuloendothelia
tissues have the function of phagocytosing the virus and pro-
ducing antibody rather than of supporting viral multiplication.
I think Wenner's observations accord with this view.

In spite of my extensive argumentation, I am really open-
minded on the subject of extraneural multiplication in vivo,
but thus far can only accept SChwartzmann's proof of multiplication
in brown fat as convincing, and this has not, I think, been
confirmed in the human disease. Your hypothesis of multiplica-
tion in the alimentary epithelium would be much more convin~ing
to me if you could discover corresponding and appropriate lesions,
If you are correct, I really believe that such lesions could be
found on careful search. Why don't you have one of your associates
take a look? The fact that multiplication of some other viruses
can be demonstrated in some tissues without lesions does not
satisify me that the same thing occurs with poliovirus. Your
discussion of the point overlooks the rather striking correlation
found repeatedly in our experiments between centrifugal spread
of virus in the peripheral nerves and its excretion into the
alimentary lumen. This correlation impressed me perhaps more
tha~ it has others, but seemed to me to be well documented.
Inc1dentally, some pathological changes in peripheral nerves
other than Wallerian degeneration have been observed in poliomyelitis.

Finally, your rather offhand dismissal of blood-borne
invasion of the eNS as a general principle on the basis of potential
capillary damage in our experiments with injection of virus into
th~ vertebral artery does not impress me sa sound. The material
inJected had been centifuged at high-speed was water-clear
and m~de up in isotonic salt solution. I ~eriously questlo~
that lt was capable of altering capillary permeability. T~~~i:~ff~~~:;:::~!::~fn~r~~~:~~~r~~~~~~!~:~~~it~~i~~i~::~!;~s~·



Sincerely yourl"e!
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explanation of the typical course of events, in which spread
within the eNS appears to originate from a discrete locus of
initial invasion; and I feel reasonably sure that Bodian's
hypothesis of viremic entry through the area postrema is wrong.

May I add that I have followed your work with attenuated
virus with the greatest interest in the belief that this form
of immunization will eventually provide a better solution of
the problem of enduring immunity than the current inactivated
vaccine can hope to do.

With best regards

Albert B. Sabin, M.D.
Children's Hospital
Cincinnati 29, Ohio


